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General Scientists Begin Sigma Tau Epsilon Honor Frat

HOMECOMING, FURMAN HERE TOMORROW
Long Needed
Frat Starts
With Sextet

Blond Blizzard

Woodward Elected as President; Body to Foster
Scholarship
SETS HIGH STANDARDS
The long-seen need for an honorary fraternity lor ranking students pnrolled in the School of
General Science at Clemson was
removed on last Wednesday evening when a group of eix General
Science juniors and seniors met in
Prof. M .E. Bradley's classroom
to organize a fraternity which they
decided would be called Sigma Ta'i
Epsilon.
IS INNOVATION
Unlike students enrolled in other schools of the college the General Science students have not had
(Continued on page eight)

AUTUMN BALL TU BE
ATTENDEQ BY MANY
Two Hundred Names on Dance
Roster; Largest of Current Season
BY "SKILLET" HOLT
Crisp autumn breezes sweep over the Tiger campus as the Corps
makes ready for a gigantic Turkey
Day. The regiment of cadets, to
the last man, presents a spirited
picture of excitement and anticipation as the dark shadow of Furnian's Hurricane falls o'er Riggs
Field.
Ten thousand strong will
be on hand tomorrow as the two
grid machines clash in the last
game on tht 1934 sheet.
After
tke game—the dance!
WOMEN, WOMEN, WOMEN
The Autumn Ball from ten 'til
"then" tomorrow night will bring
down the curtain on another en(Continued on page two)

WHEN HExVRY WOODWARD, the blond blizzard of
Clemson, goes on Riggs Field
tomorrow to shake the hand
of the Furnian grid captain,
it will be the last time that
Henry captains a Tiger football aggregation.
A brilliant student and one
of the most versatile figures
in S. C. football of the last
three or four years, Henry
goes against the Greenville foe
determined to end his career
in a blaze of hard ball-playing
and heady field generalship.

Cohen Soon To
Name Members
Of Quill Frat

1902—Furman 0, Clemson 28
1914—Furman o, Clemson 54
1915—iFurman c, Clemson 7
1910—Furman o, Clemson 99
1917—Furman o, Clemson 38
1919—Furman 7, Clemson 7
1920—Furman 14, Clemson 0
1921—Furman 0, Clemson 0
Successful Candidates of Gam1922—Furman 20, Clemson 6
ma Alpha Mu to be Named
1923—Furman 6, Clemson 7
After Christmas
1924^Fuirman 3, Clemson 0
1925—Furman 26, Clemson 0
1926—Furman 30, Clemson 0
MANY WORKS ENTERED
1927—Furman 28, Clemson 0
1928—Furman 13, Clemson 27
Professor John Lane announced
1929—Furman 6, Clemson 7
today that the final judging of the
1930—Furman 7, Clemson 12
manuscripts turned in as petitions
1931—Furman 0, Clemson 0
for membership in Gamma Alpha
1932—Furman 7, Clemson 0
Mu, honorary writers fraternity,
1933—Furman 6, Clemson 0
would be made immediately after
the Christmas holidays. The spon- 1 1934—Fufinan o Clemson 1
sor of the organization, Dr. Octavus Roy Cohen, is in New York
at the present . Unip preparing a
new novel for publication and will
be unable to pass upon the manuscripts before Christmas.
COHEN ENTHUSIASTIC
Kirchner's Men Exhibit ProwDr. Cohen, in his letter to Proess in Anderson, Greenfessor Lane, said in part, "I am
wood
(Continued on page seven)

Soccerites Play
Exhibition Tilts

MUCH

CAMPUS FOLK APPEAR
CONFIDENT OF TIGERS

Celebrities Believe BenEight Seniors To Local gals
Will Down the
Hurricane
End Grid Careers
Turkeyday Tilt Ends Playing
of Many Bengal Gridders
When the shrill blast of the final whistle resounds over Rigg's
Field late tomorrow afternoon,
'Finis' will have been written to
the college football careers of 8
of the most outstanding gridiron
warriors ever to attend Clemson.
These men— Wioodward, Fellers,
'Stevens, Dillard, Watson, Cummings, Robinson, and Lewis—have
played heads-up football since their
arrival on. the Clemson campus almost four years ago, and have given Mentor Neely and his cohorts
something of which to be proud.
(Continued on page three)

By Their Words

Furman-Clemson Scores
Since 1902 Fracas

A rambling reporter for this
sheet picked out campus folk at
random the other day and asked
for their opinion on the Turkeyday tilt.
Here's what they say.
Mr. Little john: The Thanksgiving game will bo one of the greatest events of the state. It will be
Clemson's game.
Col. Moorman: From the previous record of the team, agressiveness and wonderful spirit man(Continued on page eight)

IN

DEMAND

Freddie Kirchner and his barnstorming soccer teams are much
in demand these days. Last Saturday his two aggregations journeyed to Greenwood, where they
put oh an exhibition game for the
benefit of the Lander and Greenwood High student bodies. A large
crowd gathered to watch the Clemsonites demonstrate their ability.
The Golds defeated the Purples 20, with Tobey, Misdom, and Richey standing in the luminary list.
AT ANDERSON COLLEGE
Monday again found the soccerites on the road, this time in
Anderson, where they played a
game for Anderson College students.
The Golds again defeated the Purples in a somewhat
ragged tilt.
Tobey and Perez
shone for the winners.

Prof. Brackett, Beloved Chemist,
Begins Forty-Second Year Here
BY J. D. KINARD

his

retirement

last

year,

Furman Tilt
Ends Bengal
Grid Season
Homecoming Classic Stands
Between Tigers and State
Title
10,000 TO WITNESS
Tommorrow, beginning at 2 p.
m., sports scriveners in Clemson's
press box on Riggs field will unwrap their portables and begin
pounding out the final chapter In
the saga of Jess Neely's 1935
Tiger eleven, as the locals, with a
won-4, lost-4 record, spring on a
rapidly swirling Hurricane from
Furman.
THEY'VE WORKED HARD
With
weeks
of
work—hard,
sweating, grinding work behind
them—the Royal Bengals of Tigertown wait for the 'morrow and the
(Continued on page six)

JONES ISSUES GALL
TO LEATHER PUSHERS
Team Well Supplied with Lettermen, New Material
Coach Bob Jones' leather pushers get under way Monday, with
prospects of a bright season looming on the sports horizon.
The
boss of the mittmen has a fine
nucleous left over from last year's
squad including Henley, Lofton,
Dawson and Altman, all letter men
who won the majority of their
bouts last year.
GOOD PROSPECTS
Then too, there are several good
prospects in Williams, Platt, Kissam, and Bolding, all of whom
have fought several bouts in Intercollegiate circles, and who, with
more experience, should make the
(Continued on page eight)

NINE CADETS JOURNEY
TO U. OF TENN., BEREA
he is
COLLEGE ON YMCA TRIP

ALLISON REPORTS ON
"To enjoy so large a measure teaching a course in history of
TRIP TO TAU BETA PI
I suppose I was unwise to take
of the esteem and confidence of chemistry and acting as curator
P. B. Holtzendorff, secretary of
up the first hour of the class in a
the college YMCA, and nine caNATIONAL CONVENTION one's colleagues and co-workers as of the chemical library.
bull session.
—Williams
The wink of an eye may express
more than words, especially if it
has that "come hither" look in it.
—Daniel
Speaking of introverts, a fellow
once told me, "Get cut of my way.
I'm the battleship, 'Maine', and
I'll blow H— out of yo«. I got.
'—Breirley

At a meeting of the local chapter of Tau Beta Pi last Thursday
night J. P. McMillan was elected
to the office of vice-president over S. R. Spann, and H. L. Kirk
defeated H. C. Haigler and A. T.
McSwain for the poet of cataloger.
The other officers of the organization, elected last year, are A.
W. Allison, president;
V. . M.
Crain, recording secretary^ and R.
'(Continued on page iwb)

to be called upon times without
number to discharge tasks and
assignments that demand thoroughness and efficiency should occasion a feeling of satisfaction an'd
pride in a man whose friends eo
regard him."
TEACHES HISTORY
Thus speaks a friend of Dr.
Richard Newman Brackett, retired
director 'of the Department of
Chemistry, who is on nis '42nd year
of active'serviee% at Cleinson. Sinct

THE HALCYON DAYS
When the college officially opened its doors on July 6, 1893 he
was elected associate professor of
chemistry. At this time there were
only 19 members of the faculty
and about four hundred students.
In 1911 lie became director of the
department of chemistry and chter
chemist in charge of fertilizer control, and in 1926 he was made
chief chemist of the South Caro(Oontlnued on page 'two)

det returned late Sunday night
from a 900 mile trip into Tennessee and Kentucky, where the Clemonites visited the University ',ol
Tenn. and Berea College to stud^r
and discuss YMCA problems wltft*
the organizations of those- schools.
LEFT CAMPUS FRIDA.Y
The delegation left Clemson
day morning and arrived In.-Knmiville about neon of that day. 'Wfcrto
at the U. of Tenn.it visited &»
(CoBtiaued"-on page two)
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Hinson Voted Place On Second All-Southern Team
BRACKETT ON 42ND
YEAR WITH COLLEGE

Furman Threat

Open Letter

(Continued from page one)
lina experiment station. He served in this capacity until his retirement last year. Thus, he has
been actively identified with Clemson for over forty years and is
the only member of the first Clemson faculty still in service.
DISCOVERED MINERALS
He was chief chemist of the
Arkansas Geological Survey before
coming to Clemson, and in connection with this position ana in
collaboration with J. Francis Williams, discovered two new minerals, Newtonite and Rectorite.
Dr. Brackett was born near Columbia in Richland county, South
Carolina, September 14, 1863. He
obtained his earlier education ii
private
schools
of
Charleston,
while his college training was received at Davidson, from which institution he graduated with the
degree of A.B. in 1883.
He received his Ph.D. degree from Johns
Hopkins University in 1887.
WAS "HATCHET" ONCE
Wlhen asked in an interview how
long he had had the nickname or
Dicky, he replied that students
had given it to him a few year
afteT the college was founded. His
first nickname was "Hatchet" but
this was later changed when the
students learned that hie name
was Richard and that he had beu.
called Dicky in his childhood. He
spoke thus of an April Fool's
prank that some students played
in the early 1900's: "Some of them
roached the tail of my horse and
he died later of a broken heart."
In referring to the innumerable
changes that Clemson has undergone since those "good olid days"
he said "It has been a wonderful
thing to watch the college develop."
He has given much attention to
the YMCA and is a devoted member of the Presbyterian church.
He was active in the organization
of a movement to erect a YMjCA
building at Clemson and for many
years has taught a Sunday .School
class. It was largely through Dr.
Brackett's efforts that "The Old
Stone Church" was restored.
There are only two honorary
members of the Clemson College
Alumni Association, Dr. Brackett
and the Honorable J. E. Wannamaker, president of the Clemson
board of trustees.
The following is the conclusion
quoted from an article publishtd several years ago in the Industrial and Engineering Ohemtetry
about Dr. Brackett: "He is a habitual reader, and on visiting his
den in his home you will find his
table piled high with books and
magazines, and in the midst of
them Brackett, with a good cigar
in his mouth, presents a rare picture of contentment. As a writer,
he wields a most facile pen, and
his diction is admirable, as Is evidenced by some of his memorial
sketches of departed colleagues,
whose virtues and achievements
he has so well portrayed. He Is
fond of music and is himseir a
performer on the piano, while as
an outdoor diversion motoring is
one of his favorite pastimes. Although to the stranger he seems
reticent and reserved, he has a
keen sense of humor and is an
adept' punster.
To those who know him best
he is a loyal friend, a delightful
companion, ,and all-round good fellow, for whom his associates wish
many more years of service and
of usefulness to his college, his
state and his profession."

BOB TURNER captains McLeod's Furman eleven as they
take the field against Woodward and Company at 2 p. m.
tomorrow.
Turner leads a powerful aggration from "the hill", an
eleven that comes to Bengalville with an idea of wresting
the state cup from Neely's
Purple and Gold gridders.

One More Tilt

To the Clemson student body:
In response to the invitations sent to the Furman student body by the Clemson student body
president and the editor of The Tiger, Furman students have asked me to take this means to express
their keen appreciation.
Indications now are that the entire Furman student body will be on hand for the Turkey Day
classic as well as hundreds of Greenville's citizenry.
Our band will be there and as many G. W. C. girls
as can make the trip will be on hand to lend color
to the occasion.
Clemson has a remarkably improved football
team over past years and should not let the coveted
state title slip from her grasp in this final game, but
Dizzy McLeod's Purple Hurricane are not conceding
the powerful Tiger anything. It will be hard fought
game and a clean one.
If Clemson wins, Furman offers congratulations
to Jess Neely and his great football team; if Furman
should happen to slip through with a victory, thus
tieing the state championship between Clemson, Carolina and Furman, we will pat ourselves on the
back for beating one of the greatest teams any state
college has ever produced.
We hope that the conduct at the game will be
beyond reproach and that sundown Thanksgiving
day Will find old friendships between Furman and
Clemson students made firmer and new ones made
by the scores.
"
LYNN SHELTON, Editor
The Furman Hornet

Tall Flankman

Ends Grid Career

ALL-SOUTHERN HONORS
00 TO CLEMSON STAR
Fellers, Brown, Inabinet Make
Third Team in AP Poll
IS SIGNAL HONOR
Randy Hinson, Tiger junior and
fast-stepping back on Jess Neely's
Bengal eleven, was selected by
coaches and spoTts scribes in the
recent AP poll to fill a halfback
post on the second team of the
mythical all-star Southern Conference eleven.
THE FIRST TEAM
Fellers, Inabinet, and Brown
were awarded places on the third
team.
The teams picked are as
follows: First team: Ends—Wents
(Duke), Thomas (VPI); Tackles
—Tatum (N. C), Durner (Duke);
Guards—Barcley (N. C), Dunlap
(Duke); Center—Sabol (N. C. S.);
Quarterback—
Parker
(Duke);
Halfbacks—•
Cornelius
(Duke),
Schaeffer (N. C); Fullback—Sothoron (Md.).
SECOND ELEVEN
Second team: Ends—Smith (W.
& L.), Redding (N. C. S.); Tackles—Dyer (W. & L.), Issacs (N.
C. S.); Guards— Minnin (Md.),
Farley (V. M. I.); Center—Dunlap
(Duke; Quarterback—Mauley (S.
C); Halfbacks— Mattox (W. &
I..)., Hinson (Clemson); Fullback
—Alexander (Duke).
Black and Shore of Clemson
were awarded honorable mention.

AUTUMN BALL TO BE
ATTENDED BY MANY
(Continued from page one)

MERR1TT LEWIS, hefty
guard who takes his Tiger
uniform off the training room
hook for the final time at 2
p. m. tomorrow, thinks that
"there's no better way of ending a football career than with
a victory."
Always a power in the line,
Iiewis should go places and
do things on Riggs Field tomorrow afternoon when Furman's Hurricane blows in his
general direction.

EARLE ROBINSON, fast
stepping back from Wilmington, believes "my four years
at Clemson will be brought to
a great close by a win from
Fumum."

Alternate Captain

CHARLIE WATSON, alias
The Catfish, a strapping 6-2
end from Charleston, and another of the local eleven who
finish college grid careers on
the 'morrow hopes that "it
will be the best homecoming
in the last four years."

Pony Express

SIX SENIORS PLEDGED
TIGER BROTHERHOOD

ALLISON REPORTS ON
TRIP TO TAU BETA PI
NATIONAL CONVENTION
(Continued from page one)
M.

Hunt, corresponding secretary.
At the meet Allison told the
chapter of some of the highlights
of his trip to the national convention held in New York pity
last month.
By a unanimous decision of the
frat, Harry C. Green, '20, a winner of the Norris medal was elected to membership in Tau Beta Pi
on his Clemson record and the
recommendation of his present employer.
}

Six prominent members of the
senior class were recently extended bids to the Tiger Brotherhood,
local honor frat. The sextet consists of P. E. Bowie, C. A. MeMahon, C. Kanapaux, J. A. Ferguson, J. C. Burton, and A. L. Gilliam.
The "Cubs" were given their
keys last Wednesday night, ana
will wear them throughout the
two week period of informal in*-:
tiation.
COLUMBIA MEN GO IN FOR
KNITTING IN SPARE TIME
Knita-iNat"a-Nu is the name of a
ne"w organization :on the Columbia
University campus. ': Its membership is composed of eight men.
They spend their time between
classes knitting, and apparently
they take it very seriously.

joyable Thanksgiving. As the Rag
goes to press, the swelling dance
list (and the Spill-Over) has already hit the "two-hundred gal"
mark; and from the looks of
things, that's not all, folks! Johnny Hamp and his boys hit town in
time for the football classic tomorrow, and by dance time, they
should have that ole Tiger spirit
in their bones.
Blue Key and CDA have been
working harder 'n nails on the
decorations and settings for the
big hop; and the Field house look3
like a million (.dollars or pink
slips!) Y' oughta feel purtee &'ood,
young map, after that .colossal
feed El Capitan Harcombe jus'
dished out; so-oo-oh pack up your
ole lady's gray bonnet, bum a
sash, or borrow a mess jacket, and
stand by!
For what? The Dance,
Phool!

"WE'LL DO OUR BEST" Is
the omy comment, that . Stan
Fellers, alternate captain »6f
Jess Neely's royal feline eleven and place-kicker par excellence, will make in reference to the yearly grid tangle
between Clemson and Furman.

, "FOOTBALL IS A great
game, and 'I'm. .sorry I'll be
playing my last;
A victory
over. Furman will, be a grand
and./glorious. ■ finish." ..These
• -are the sentiments of Cornel, ions "Pony" Cummings, 185
- pounder from Walterboro who
graduates from Bengal grid
ranks with the Thanksgiving

tut.

NINE CADETS JOURNEY
TO IJk OF TENN., BEREA
COLLEGE ON YMCA TRIP
(Continued from page one)
famous
TVA
project,
spending
some time at Norris Dam. Later
a discussion was held with members of the YMCA cabinet at the
school.

• «
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Breeze Blows To 14-13 Win Over Yearling Eleven
GLEMSON ALUMNI GATHER IN WASHINGTON
TO HEAR SIKES TELL OF CONDITIONS AT
COLLEGE; LITTLEJOHN TO SPEAK ON 11TH
Many Generations of Ex-Clemsonites Represented at
Capitol Meet
PLEASED WITH NEELY
(Special to The Tiger)
BY FRANK JERVEY, '14
If the "Oldest Inhabitant" at
. Clemson had strolled into the Gold
Room o£ the Kennedy Warren last
Wednesday evening he would have
thought himself in the midst of
a complete chapel meeting for the
past 40 years.
"CAUL ON A&M MEN"
President Sikes discussed affair
of the college as a whole, then
launched into an inspirational address which was a ringing challenge to Clemson and Clemson men
* to meet the new social and economic conditions with which the
nation is confronted. "In the hour
of its need for capable leadership",
he said, "the Government of this
country has called upon the men
who were trained at its A&M
colleges.
These men have answer^! the call, and today they are
in the forefront of those who are
striving to bring about a fuller social, economic, and intellectual life
for the American people." Doctor
.Sikes and each of the other guests
from the college paid high tribute
to Jess Neely, his staff, and the
character of the Clemson football
team.
Washington alumni were
gratified to be assured that the
men who represent Clemson on
her athletic teams are of such calibre that they may be expected to
do credit to the institution after
their graduation as well as during
their college careers.
LITTLEJOHN TO SPEAK
>
The
Washington
Chapter
of
Clemson alumni will hold its next
meeting on December 11, at which
time Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, '08,
business manager of the college,
will be the guest of honor and will
present an illustrated address covering the history and development
of the college.

"He's In The Army Now" LOCAL FRESHMEN END
SEASON AS HOPES OF
STATE NJP BLASTED
Stewart Proteges Eke Out One
Point Win Over
Jonesmen

Senior Platoon To
Drill Tomorrow
Cadet Major Arthur W. Allison and his senior platooaers
will go through their intricate
drill maneuvers for the benefit of the thousands who will
attend the annual ClemsonFurman grid fracas on Riggs
Field tomorrow.
At the half Allison will lead
his crack drill unit of 42 men
on the gridiron, and here, for
10 or 12 minute.-?, he will put
the best drilled platoon of the
Corps through paces that are
guaranteed to bring the spectators to their feet.
This drill will be the fourth
exhibition of the unit. It drilled for the P. C game at Clemson, at the Mercer game In
Savannah, and at the Clemson-N. C. frosh game in Asheville.

PHOTO ELECTRIC CELL
EXHIBITED BY QUARTET
ENGINEERING STUDENTS
A demonstration of the use and
advantages of the electric eye or
photo electric cell was given hefore the students of Central High
School last Thursday night by B.
G. Price, S. R. Spann, T. A. Kolb,
and C. L. Ruffin, Clemson engineering undergraduates.
Similar demonstraions will be
given over the state by this quartet; the tours will be under tne
supervision of Prof. C. M. Asbill.

SMALL CROWD ATTENDS

J. C. Littlejohn, genial business manager of Clemson and a major in the specialist reserves of the U.
S. Army, journeys to Washington next Monday for two
weeks of active duty. An order from Pres. Roosevelt
arrived in Tigertown recently, ordering Mr. Littlejohn,
with his consent, to report to the assistant dhief of
staff for training.

Cagers End EIGHT VETERANS DON
Rat Tourney MOLESKINS FOR LAST

Displaying a fast-stepping, accurate-shooting quintet, a' determined group of A Company freshmen
copped the freshman court tourney
Friday night when they sent a
scrapping Headquarters aggregation to the showers by a 2 8-2 0
score.
KNOX HIGH MAN
Knox, for the A five, was high
scorer with 15 points to his credit.
TUI/ANE STUDENTS RESORT
Newell Crawford, of the Hdq.
TO TIME-WORN TOSSING OP
quint, stood second with 5 field
DECOMPOSED FRUITS, ETC.
goals chalked up in his favor. In
the defensive work Miller and FerAt a recent Campus Night at
guson for A and Arnold and Evans
Tulane University some of the stufor the losers played heads-up ball.
dents seemed to think they weren't
A (28)
Hdq. (20)
getting their money's worth, even
Arnold 5
though the show was free.
In F—Hudgins 4
N. Crawford lo
order to avenge the "gyp" some F—Knox 15
Earle
of the students resorted to the C—Miller 2
T. Evans
barbaric custom of tossing over- G—Ferguson 4
R. Crawford 5
ripe tomatoes and hen-fruit at the G—Thompson 8
Hollis
participants.
Sub .—Hodges

© P. Lorillard Co., Inc

Please tell women smokers more about
Did Golds throat-ease'U CUM GM"
CLAUDETTE COLBERT

in Cecil B. De Mille's "CLEOPATRA," a Paramount Picture

COLLEGE GRID FRACAS
Thanksgiving Tilt Writes Swan
Song in Grid Careers of
Many Clemsonites
(Continued from page one)
DAMON AND PYTHIAS
Captain Henry Woodward and
Alternate Captain Stanley Fellers
have spent 8 years together on the
gridiron; they started their careers
while at Columbia High and have
steadily improved to date and are
making bids for all-state and other
picked teams. Woodward has been
handicapped since
his
brilliant
sophomore year by a knee injury,
but started hitting his regular
stride in the Fair Week fracas.
Fellers has a dead shot right toe
and seldom fails to ring up extra tallies.
STEVENS AND DILLIE
Alex Stevens and Little Bill Dillard are two backs worthy of much
praise. "Steve" is a reliable man
in any kind of a tough spot and
can kick out of danger under any
condition, while Dillard is like a
veritable squirming eel, hard to
lay hands on and harder to down.
MJERRITT AND CATFISH
"Big" Lewis has been handicapped by injuries most of this season, but when he is in condition
and holding down his guard he's
a linesman to watch.
Catfish Watson, a flank man who
seldom letc an opponent get around him. is as good as any in
the state.
PONY AND ROBBIE
Cornelius "Pony" Cummings of
the low country and Earle Robinson of the Old North State make
up the last of the old boys. Pony
has seen much service in the center of the line and Coach Jess relies heavily upon him at all times.
Robbie is an A-l back, quick like
a rabbit and a deadly blocker.
THE LAST DRESS-UP
Clemson's loss will be a great
one when these wearers of the
Purple and Gold don their football togs for the last time against
Furman tomorrow.

BY KARL INDERFURTH
A pair of hard hitting backs in
the form of Tommy de Hart and
June Scojtt led FurmanVs Baby
Breeze in a 14-13 victory over Bob
Jones' Rat eleven on Manley Field
in Greenville Saturday and sent
into the discard pile all possible
hope of Clemson's retaining the
state yearling cup.
THINGS START EARLY
The small Hurricane started the
scoring rather early, after a Cub
fumble had placed the pigskin
on the 18 yard line. On the first
offensive play of the game de Hart
shook himself loose through left
tackle and smashed on for a goal
and six points. His try for conversion was good.
AGAIN THEY SCORE
In the second quarter Furman
again found the blazoned trail
as they started another concentrated goalward drive, which culminated as Scott raced beautifully
around right end for the counter
from the 2 5 yard line; de Hart
again cleanly sliced, the standards
for the extra point.
It was this
placement which ultimately meant
victory to the baby Furmanites as
Clemson was to come back strongly to tally twice before the half
was over.
WE MAKE ONE
Starting on its own 35 yard line
after an exchange of punts the Cub
aggregation started to click with
Bethea and Dill Clary doing the
brunt of the carrying; finally Dill
Clary scooted over for the score
from the Furman 6 yard line. R^..
Clary's placement was good and
the score read: Furman 14, Clemson 7.
VIA AERIAL ROUTE
Immediately after the kickoff to
Furman the Little Breeze proceeded to punt out of danger. The now
smooth-working Cub mchine started to again march down the field.
Two beautifully executed rapierfire passes, one of which was good
for 25 yards, Dusty Wiles to R.
Clary, and the other, an exact duplicate of the first, was good for
10 yards and another score.
R.
Clary's try for conversion was
wide and with it the hope of a
Tiger victory, another state title,
began to fade.
BITTER CONTEST
The second half was bitterly
contested and found the Baby Tigers launching a desperate aerial
attack which had the young Furmanites on the defense continuously. This half was by far the most
pulse-quickening, and only brilliant defensive work by both outfits saved many a possible score.
One of the highlights of the final
quarter was Page's 85 yard punt
from his own 2 yard line to the
Furman 17 yard line.
17 FIRST DOWNS
The Jungaleers made 17 first
downs to Furman's 10. For the
Jonesmen the outstanding players
were the two Clarys and Dusty
Wiles in the backfield and Windham and Heyward in the line.
This was the frosh's final contest.
They defeated Erskine, P.
C., and Carolina and dropped tilts
to North Carolina and Furman.
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EDITORIAL
'ANY FOOL CAN PLAY MENCKEN"

—that Harry "i swear I ain't Oscar" Ashmore has been tearing
his blond locks out snred by shred
since that "Will be there Thursday
stop love Madeline stop" telegram
arrived from Winthrop and found
him with a flattened wallet and
two other dates.
-OSCAR SAYS-

__that First Sergeants Chapman
and Brown handed into the Taps
staff full typewritten pages of their
activities and history, past and
present, timidly stating that "we
understood that a full page in the
annual is being dedicated to each
top-kick this year."
-OSCAR SATS-

__that since Emmons "The Jungaleers would be lost without me"
Welch has received definite information that Oscar'a last week insinuation that Olivia has tied her
heart-strings elsewhere is irue, he
has purloined a striped bathing
suit and is preparing to end it all
in the icy waters of the murky
Seneca.
-OSCAR SAYS-

that Rat J. C. Chapman snipped merrily into the guard room
Sunday executed a hand stand,
whistled the last three bars from
"Aida" and calling Lucy, explained in a pre-morgue tone that "I'm
sick, honey, and won't be able to
stagger over and see you."

HE INTERCOLLEGIATE PRESS writes us via mimeograph that "the growing feeling of animosity between radicals and conservatives on American college campuses was evidenced in a number of spots
throughout the nation last week", and continues by listing a
OSCAR SAYS
number of incidents that have blazed on the undergraduate
that Sophomore "Snozzy" Kibhorizon in the last ten days.
ler, the lad who would make the
The faculty of C. C. Nl. Y. expelled 21 students, and ad- nose of de Bergerac blush in
ministered severe disciplinary measures to 16 more who were shame, is pleased to learn that one
connected with the riot that occurred on the campus during of the two females he asked up
for the Autumn Ball has ptomaine
the recent visit of a group of Fascist students.
poisoning, and that Mel Lee alone
At the University of California at Los Angeles four of will be up here.
"the five students suspended by the provost of the Berkeley
—
OSCAR SAYS
—
branch, Dr. E. C. Mioore, for "promoting radical activities"
that he wanders what prompted
Lib Adams, Brenau's blond blizwere reinstated by President R. G. Sproul.
zard, to send that immature, 5th
An anti-war demonstration at Johns Hopkins in Baltimore
grade, grammar schoolish missive
was thrown into disorder when a University of Maryland stu- to Mac Calhoun, and that it would
dent hurled the charge that the meeting was sponsored by have been much more ladylike had
Communists. He was greeted with a surplus of catcalls as he Betty's name heen left out entireaccused the group with having as one of its purposes "subver- ly.
OSCAR SAYS
sive agitation for the abolition of the ROTC."
that Hugh Bryan, the cadet colA student element that is extremely conservative or exonel of the ' senior privates, left
tremely radical is sure to injure the undergraduate "cause". the campus this past weekend to
•The smugness and complacency of the Victorians have no go a-hunting, sir, but that his
place on American campii. We are not content to live in the woodland peregrinations ended in
past, shun the present, and fear the future. But neither are a wild goose chase with the game
we desirous of shinnying up the flagpole on the small parade warden's hest-looking daughter.
OSCAR SAYS
ground and replacing Old Glory with a scarlet banner.
that Rabbit Crawford rememWe agree with Raymond Moley that "criticism, however bered the fable 'bout the hare and
necessary, is an ungracious art." And, yet, we maintain that the tortoise one dark night reloyal students should favor criticism. That laconic statement, cently when a trio of Anderson
at first sight, may sound a bit paradoxical, but closer inspec- cops (with fallen arches but powtion will reveal its truth. Our idea of the worthless under- erful flashlights) kindly but in
graduate is the man who receives his diploma believing that certain terms "requested" that he
proceed in search of the main
college is a perfect institution which needs no improvement. In highway, and that in the future
the same category falls that man's opposite, the fellow who he keep away from such nocturenters school with a chip on his shoulder, squares off with the nal haunts.
-OSCAR SAYSinstitution on his day of matriculation, and journeys along the
collegiate route hurling invectives at Alma Mater. Any fool __that Corporal Jimmy "Wotta
can play Mencken. It is the easiest thing in the world to squad leader am I" Hunter Is
vainly
struggling
between
two
dig out a Roget's Thesaurus and find sixteen caustic words
loves—the flower of his childhood,
with which to condemn every action of the powers-that-be. Jean Kirkpatrick, and the other,
Between the extremes is the undergrad who aids his school the American Beauty from Brenau.
and himself, the chap who criticizes with a display of judg-OSCAR SAYSment and qualified statements.
that a somewhat faded romance
Why should undergrads suffer from delusions?
We has undergone a rejuvenation and
should favor constructive conflict, but we must know our now Sambo Littlejohn and Mary
boundaries. To sit back with drooping lids and dream that Guerry, of the G. W. C. menagerie,
are that-a-way once more while
we are super-men who can change the cosmic arrangement Mopsy Prince of Converse is dodbetween dusk and dawn is dangerous. It may result in para- ging a chilly shoulder.
noia and a padded cell.
(Continued on page five)

TALK

OHM

EDUCATION
j yield any results like this."
The other day the long arm of
Says The Times:
the United States Army reached VOTED FOR LYD1A PINKHAM
out, plucked us from our warm Two Wrote in Name of Governor
bed, and deposited us in the mid—Three Picked Hitler
dle of Guard Room. While roundA partial check yesterday by the
ing out our tour of duty a con- Board of Elections of the write-in
dition came into being which we vote cast at the recent election
believe is unprecedented in • the showed that ballots for Governor
history of the college. A shortage were cast for Adolf Hitler, Lydia
of Pep Stories arose and not a Pinkham and James J. Walker.
piece of sex literature could be
The Hitler vote in the city tofound in the guard room. Depriv- taled three and the Pinkham vote
ed of the established method of two.
Former Mayor Walker had
passing off the time, we turned, in three. One voter simply wrote in
desperation, to the copy of Guard "Al", and another wrote in "one
Regulations hanging on the nail. bullet" ae his choice.
Wjhile thumbing through it we
Justice John F. Hylan's write-in
came upon a very interesting item. vote," the total of which has not
It seems that it is the duty of the yet been compiled,
showed
his
guard to count the silver after the name to have .been written as
prisoners are fed. Just as we got "Highland," "Hyland" and "Hyln".
our appetite well whetted for a Seventy-four votes were cast for
bit of silver counting we discover- Samuel Seabury, six for W. Kingsed that the college had no prison- land Macy and one each for Frank
er and hasn't had for years.
J. Prial, James J. Dooling, Langdon Poet and Chase Mellen, Jr.
POEM
As those of you who avidly fol- FASHION NOTE
low this column doubtless know,
Our little spy up in the Comwe have a maudlin weakness for mandant's officer (we are striking
a few indented lines gracing this from within these day) reports
poetry. It doesn't seem to matter that Captain George L. Rani3ay
much to us whether it has rhyme created quite a sensation the othor reason; just something to have er day when he shimmered into
a fed indented lines gracing tnis the autumn sunlight claa in a
arid hit of type. Our latest con- shepherd's plaid sport coat of a
tribution was written to one of livid (we're putting it mildly) hue
cur freshman stars by a pining and a pair of knickers that loomlady.
ed as if they had been pilfered
ODE TO DUMBNESS
from an Alpine yodeler. Our opWhy didn't you tell nie you
erative wasn't exactly sure whethwouldn't be back?
er or not the Captain had dragged
I'm dumb, you see darling,
his outfit from the mothballs or
and I haven't the knack
whether he had a slight touch
Of sensing departures; and
of Esquire.
you with nice tact
Deceived me by staging a seePERSONAL
you-soon act.
This item is intended for the lovely eyes of that charming young
Why didn't you tell me how
lady at Brenau who is, we hope,
you had been bored
anxiously awaiting a letter from
Since I, who had once been'
us.
The adjectives in that senyour loved and adored
tence
should prove conclusively
Had lost my allure? No wothat we did ki&s the Blarney Stone.
man could ask
Anyway we didn't write to her
A man to make love when a
because of the press of other less
kiss is a task.
important but more numerous affairs, but we shall, in the very
AVeli, run along, hurry, play
near future send a letter containfootball and tag.
ing much information as well as
I'll be unhappy, my heart's
many felicitations.
It is also inin the bag!
tended for the eyes of the lady
That's what you wanted, forcolumnist at Winthrop who does
ever and ever. . .
not deserve a letter.
I know it darling; I'm dumb
and you're clever.
WEEK'S OUTSTANDING CADET
MANHATTAN MELODRAMA
Colonel Boney Moorman who,
A most welcome missive from last drill day, waded out to where
Theo and Mamie Vaughan in N. Sgt. 'Spare-ribs' Kline, secretary
Y. contains a clipping from The of War, was shivering in the anTimes in regard to intelligent vot- kle deep water which covered the
ing.
Written over the article is drill field and remarked, "Ser"Did the voting for Taps beauties geant, this field is wet."

NOW THEY'RE HAVING THEME
SONGS TO COURSES; WHAT'LL
COME NEXT WE HATE TO SAY
From the YELLOW JACKET
ahd the FLORIDA FLAMBEAU
we get the following list of theme
songs for various courses:
ASTRONOMY—Stars Fell on Alabama
BIOLOGY—Ah! Sweet Mystery of
Life.
GEOLOGY—When It's Spring Time
in the Rockies
PUBLIC SPEAKING—Pahdon Mah
Suthun Accent
ECONOMICS—We're in the Money
CHAPEL—Blue Prelude.
How
about Mood Indigo?

PSYCHOLOGY—Did You Ever See
a Dream Walking? or Lost in
a Fog
GLEE CLUB—Learn to Croon
PHYSICAL ED—You're a Builder
Upper
BIBLE—I'm No Angel
GEOGRAPHY—The Continental
ENGLISH—I'se in Love, I Is
PHYSIOLOGY—Pop
Goes
Your
Heart
MATHEMATICS— She Done 'Em
Wrong
DIETETICS—I'm Bigger Than the
Moon
MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY
—They'll Call It Yours and
Mine
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We Appreciate Your
Business

THE TIGER

A Tenderloin Steak Sandwich
at SCOTTY'S 15c

PIKE & PATTERSON

SGOTTY'S MESSERY

Shops in Barracks No. 1 and in
Sloan's Arcade
HrafcPraPflMHUflMMBfliaiaM^^

STUDENT CLEANERS—AT YOUR SERVICE
SINCE 1908
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"GIVE 'EM HELL TIGERS"
Look Your Best for this Gala Occasion

HOKE SLOAN
Will outfit you in the newest and best Men's Wear
YOUR GIRL WILL LOVE
BALFOUR'S SWELL JEWELRY
Juniors and Seniors Ufce Your R. O. T. C. Credit
Bring Her in for a selection.
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Oscar Says

WHEN YOUR SHOES NEED DOCTORING

(Continued from page four)

Bring

that Lieutenant Sam "Aw, a
trombone is hard to play, too"
Page managed to hrave the wiles
of wicked and designing women
until he met "LDvums" Inmaa of
Limestone, but that now he has
enough love in his aorta to supply
ihe romantic element of two Dorothy Dix columns.
OSCAH

BEAT FURMAN

PAGE FIVE

SHOE

HOSPITAL

CLEMSON UNIFORMS ARE MADE BY

WILLIAM C, ROWLAND, INC.
PHILADELPHIA

KjISiaSISHMSEHaiSKE^

OSCAR SAYS

__that J. I. Davis, Holtzy's bespectacled henchman and one o*
the circulation managers of this
rag, gave the Berea (Ky.) dames a
big treat on his trip there last
week—he allowed each of them to
autograph his waist belt, the while
assuming that "go ahead, it's quite
all right" air.

DILLARD'S

T. G. DILLARD, Proprietor

SAYS

that you may doubt the truth in
this, but that Ben Green, perusing
the rotogravure of an Atlanta paper saw the picture of Dot King,
wrote her, and she'll be here tomorrow for the Autumn Ball, nerer having seen her date. (Afterthought: 'Tis just as well, Dot).

them to

COMPLIMENTS
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Clemson College Laundry
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Copyright, 1934,
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STATE TITLE DANGLES
OVER RIGGS FIELD AS
LOCALSPREP FOR GO

*iis Last Lineup
**\

10,000 to Watch Bengals Take
On Hurricane Tomorrow

CITES

(Continued, from page one)

NOT RAD, NOT BAD
Dr. L. M. Davis had more than
an ordinary fan's interest in the
DonnajWeslaco High School football game down in Texas. He was
the attending physician at the
birth of thirteen of the Donna
players and nine of the Weslaco
players.

ARCHITECTS LEARN OF Clemson's Great White Way Puts
TERMITES IN LECTURE Broadway, Times Square In Shade
BEFORE MINARET CLUB
BY "SKILLET" HOLi
roundings—multi-colored shoe
Entomologist Speaks on Pests;
Is Authority on Insect
Control

OUT FOR VICTORY

chance to snatcli the flrst state
crown that has glistened over
Clemson since Jess ixfcely unpacked his grip here four seasons ago.
GOAL, LINE UNCROSSED
Unscored on by a state team
this grid season the Bengaieers
have sent the Hose from P. C.
and the Lavaliers from S. C. retreating, meanwhile marking up 25
tallies in the home record book.
The speedy and breezy Wind that
MlcLeod brings from Greenville
has also been quite successful in
having only 2 points marked up
against them in the Palmetto
realm of the pigskin art, that by
Carolina several weeks ago.
10,000 OR MORE
Ten thousand people, and perhaps more, will fill the Clemson
bowl to capacity tomorrow when
Neely trots out the best team tnat
■he has developed at Tigerville—
a powerful grid aggregation that
has gone up against the iSouth's
best and come out, as often as
not, with the winner's spoils secure in its raking claws.
POWERFUL RESERVES
More then 11 men will see service in the Clemson side of the
annual Thanksgiving tilt, for Neely
and his coaching staff have reserve
power galore. Two or more men
are available for every post in the
Yellow Peril lineup.
The locals are not fooling themselves about the outcome of the
fracas with the team from "on the
Dizzy McLeod's ability as
a ,rue magician has spread far
and wide, and not without cause.
The Furman mentor's skill at pulling trick plays out of a bulging
bag of mysteries has cost many an
overconfident opponent.
The Tigers enter the fray with the knowledge that a strong team, a team
that wants to win and, is out to
win despite the words of sports
scribes and Monday morning and
afternoon quarterbacks, will line
up againsi them on the field tomorrow to decide in whose Icebox shall repose the turkey or the
bacon.
THE SWAN SONGERS
Eight seniors—'Woodward, Fellers, Stevens, Dillard, Watson, M.
Lewis, Cummings, and Robinson—
enter the training room under the
Textile Building and don Clemson
grid togs for the final time. This
group is expected to sing its swan
song in no gentle terms and the
melody which it will offer will
probably not run parallel with the
musical appreciation of the Hurricane, but certainly with the ears
of Clemson followers to whom line
plunges and off-tackle slices will
sound quite melodious.
THEY'RE GOOD, TOO
Jess Neely is not lacking in Juniors and sophs either. Folger, Hineon, Kissam, Shuford, Brown, Inabinet, Black, Troutman, Henley,
Shore, Yarborough, Lewis, Croxton, McConnell, McCown, Cathcart
and others are 'raring to go, and
will probably have ample opportunity to display their grid wares.
The locals are out to make a
gentle zephyr out of the whirling
Hurricane; whether they can or
not remains to be seen.
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ALEX STEVENS, one of the
most consistent players to ever represent Clemson on the
gridiron, closes a brilliant career tomorrow when Tiger
meets Hurricane on Riggs
Field at 3 p. m.
"Here's hoping we cave the
best for the last; a victory over Furman will be great" are
Steve's sentiments.

MANY

CASES

"Termites—their existance and
their extermination" was the subject of an exceedingly interesting
and practical expose of the wellknown pest in a lecture given to
the Minaret Club last Wednesday
night by W. C. Nettles of the extension service.
IS ENTOMOLOGIST
Mir. Nettles has had quite a bit
of experience in the extermination of termites in the state, and
is a proficient authority on insect
control.
In his talk, the entomologist warned the future architects of the ever present danger of
these destroyers and gave many
preventative measures to be used
in construction design.
In his
work over the state, Nettles has
run into innumerable cases and
types of termite attack; he explained the causes and methods or
reduction in each case.

One way to abolish wars for
The wages fund theory held, by
all time would be to agree to
postpone the next war until the the earlier generation of econoWorld War debts are paid.-—Lord mists is now admitted to be wrong.
Dewar.
I —J. M. Keynes.

New York presents to the
world a brilliant chaos of juggled luminosity in her seedling
"Broadway at night";
beautiful Venice, placid and
picturesque, gives to the realm
of mankind an unparalleled
scene of translucent peace in
her watery boulevards.
But,
lo, you lovers of the magnificent—'though you have gazed
upon the colossal remnants of
ancient Thebes or upon the
symetric grace of Greece's
Parthenon, there is one more
extravaganza, this old globe
of ours fias to offer— The
Great White Way of Clemson
College!
With the flourish of silver
(??) trumpets and the ruffle
of martial drums (you're correct, gentlemen, it IS long
roll!), the endless stream of
lights and the flickering shafts
of color envelop the long gray
walls of "th' institoot" like
myriads on the Styx.
From
their work and from theijr
play, the restless Tiger populace wend their ways through
the shining colonnade of gayly illumined STORES! Little
stores—big stores—modest little corporations in trunks—
big businesses in swanky sur-

box signs—cojuntless pseudoneon signs—here, there and
bacK
again—stores
to
the
right of you— stores to tile
lelt of you—an' a great beeg
store in front ot you now—
come one come all—don't forget your nickles, young men!
The grasping fingers of the
cigarette and candy magnates
overshadow the steady, rolling flow of the corps as it
flows in unison into the 'marts
of the mid-night trade'. The
wheels of commerce turn erraticty as we peer into the
kaleidoscope!
Trade of tremendous proportions is in the
making!
The reward of the
salesman—the victory of the
aggressive— the triumph of
the radiant!
Enter—the customer (pause for applause—
thank you, thank you): "Y'
all got eny stamps, t'night?"
CURTAIN!

ELECTRIC SHOE SHINE
Welcomes the Alumni Home

YOUR WORK APPRECIATED

Pipe tobaCCO made
by the Well man Process
and rough cut as Granger
is, does not clog the pipe
but stays lit, smokes
longer, slower and cooler.
We believe this process is
the reason for Granger being
milder.
We know it adds something
to the flavor and aroma of the
good, ripe White Burley Tobacco that cannot be obtained in
any other way.
We wish, in some way, we
couldget every man who smokes
a pipe to just try Granger.
... in a
common - sense
package—10c
© 1934, LIGGETT & MYBRS TOBACCO CO.

does tit clog a pipe
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HINSON NAMED FOR POST
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SPORTS

ON ALL-SOUTHERN TEAM

CROWD TOO BIG
Gertrude Stein, the author wno
writes in mixed sentences and
shuffled words, cancelled a speech
at the University of Chicago because the officials found it impossible to keep the crowd down
below 500.

i

journeyed "over on the hill" with
AVE TAKE 73RD
The following bit of type may victory sewed up long before the
And (incideninterest readers of this column. opening whistle.
It comes from a recent issue of tally, of course) they returned to
Morgan Blake's sportanic erup- Tigertown with mounrful faces and
a short end of the score
tions in the Atlanta Journal.
Dizzy McLeod and his proteges
. . . "The weekly Williamson
If
football rating system came on the are not to be taken lightly.
same mail. . . Minnesota is still the visitors are regarded as a
first, just one-tenth of 1 percem push-over for Clemson it may
.from being a perfect team. Ala- mean anything. . .
bama is second with 99 percent.
Then follow in order Pittsburgn
Rice, LSU, Stanford, Colgate, Tennessee, Temple and Santa Clara. .
"We were interested in observing
just where Clemson was rated, this
being the only teajn Tech has beaten this year. Jess Neely's Tiger'
tuonunueo. iroui page one)
are placed 73rd, 3 points abovf
•Southern California. Did you evei
think you would live to see th» snowed under with work at the
day that Southern California was moment and. will be until Christrated below Clemson as a footbal" mas, when I shall return to Birteam? How have the mighty fall mingham. If there is no especial
hurry, I would like to wait until
en."
Personally, we don't think tha that time before judging the manit's so much a question of th* uscripts, for then I will . be able
mighty taking a drop as it ie o to spend more time over my deHowever, if necessary, I
-the underdog getting that day re- cisions.
served for the shining of Old So will be glad to make the aeclslons
My first enthusiasm
-on his waggin tail. For the bene immediately.
fit of our readers we would lik has not waned."
FOR NEOPHYTE SCRIBES
-to add that Georgia Tech placet
Gamma Alpha Mu is an honor146th in the rating.
ary fraternity designed to stimulate interest among the budding
THE CURTAIN FAULS
writers on the campus. All perTomorrow the Tigers bring
sons petitioning membership must
to a close the hardest and
submit two manuscripts in the
most strenuous schedule ever
fields of fiction, journalism, belles
attempted by a Clemson elevlettres,
or poetry to Dr Cohen,
en. And as they end this seawho then passes upon them. This
son's hostilities they will be
is the sols requirement of memfighting for the first state title
bership.
that has been near Tigertown
LANE IS SUPERVISOR
since Neely arrived four years
A member will have the opporago (and began building a
tunity of sending any of his work
good football team from a
to Dr. Cohen for criticism at any
rather poor bunch of matertime.
The organization offers a
ial.)
great opportunity to any student
who is interested in professional
IiOOALS ARE FAVORED
For the first time since Coaci. writing as a career. The installation of the chapter here is under
Jess' debut here the Bengals will
the supervision of Prof. John D.
be favorites to cop the annual TurTteyday battle with Furman; on Lane.
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GAMMA ALPHA MU TO T
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BE ANNOUNCED SOON T
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paper—according to this year's
Tecords—the Tigers should pack
the state cup in the icebox with
little trouble.
But, as you may
have noticed, dope on Thanksgiving means less than nothing. Anything can—and usually does—happen.
BENGALS WIIiL. WIN
We believe that the locals
will win, but only after one
of the toughest and most
strenuous battles of the season.
The Furmanites have
everything to gain and nothing to lose and it wouldn't
surprise us in the least to see
the Greenville outfit open up
and play throughout with a
hunch of freak plays that
might mean nothing, and that
on the other hand, might go
over.
And, just one more
thing: Dame Fortune seems
to be a regular on the Furman
varsity.
ABOUT OVEROONFIDENCE
Lest the locals go into the fray
overconfident let us remind them
of the fate of the Tiger Cubs
against the Furman frosh in the
game Saturday, and of a similar
occurrence two years ago.
On
both occasions the local yearlings

ENGLISH
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TO DETHRONE GRID KING

ARTIST ON FACULTY
An experimer
liei/jl movement in
the arts and Craf ^3 at Swarthmore
College is being fostered this year
by the addition to the faculty of
Miss Beatrice Beach, a graduate
of the Yale School of Drama and
D. Owen Stephens, an artist and
architect.

IS UNIQUE SHRINE
The new Shrine of Remembrance, unveiled on Armistice Day
at Melbourne, Australia, is so .constructed that only at 11 a.m. on
November
11, Melbourne time,
does the sun shine through to the
Rock of Remembrance within.

ARRIVING DAILY AND NOW ON DISPLAY AT

L C. Martin Drug Co.
THE KINNEY COMPANY'S LINE OF COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY—
We have handled this line for 25 years and Guarantee
Every Article

BBACELETS - COMPACTS - KEYS ■ PINS ■ LADIES'
CIGARETTE CASES - LIGHTERS - LETTER OPENERS
SELECT YOUR GIFTS NOW
(R, O. T. C. Checks Accepted)
WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF—

WRIST WATCHES
RADIOS - FOUNTAIN PENS PEN SETS - GIFT COPPER SETS - PERFUME SETS LADIES' FITTED CASES - MANICURE SETS - AND
MANY OTHER GIFTS.
It will pay you to see our line
before you make your selection

X. (5. QTlavlin

2>zua

ompanUy

&

B.no.

P. S. McCOLLUlM, Owner

7
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The Otticial College Book and Supply Store
PHONE 75

CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C.
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LIT

TRAGEDY IN THE SHAKE5PEAREAN
SENSE 15 THE 5TORY OF A GREAT
MISFORTUNE OVERCOMING
A PERSON OF NOBLE
BIRTH --HAW/

PrPE

.

BOXING AND BASKETBALL

LIT/

A PIPE OF "P. A:1
CHASES. 5HAKE5PEARE
AWAY / — OH , BOY/

PRINCE ALBERT/
y"
M-M-M-W> -M -M

SHAKE5PEARE HAD A TRUST IN
BEAUTY —HE WANTED TO BELIEVE
THAT IF THE FACE WERE DELIGHTFUL
THE MIND MU5T BE 50 — BUT-> EXCEPT-- ER-

HI5 PLAY5.ON THE WHOLE. DEAL
WITH EVIL AS BEING UNNATURAL
,HE GLORIFIE5 WAR , BUT - —ETC.,

AFTER EVERY CLASS
IT RINGS THE BELLI
,5I?E smokers everywhere, have labeled Prince Albert "The
National Joy Smoke" because they have found it a superior mix• tiire of choice; tdfi-qu'ality tobaccos. Every hint of "bite" is removed from mild, mellow"P.A." by a special process. One pipeful of Prince Albert will prove to you why smokers say, "Yoa
never know how good your pipe can taste until you try 'P.A.'"

hiiNGE

ALBERT

— THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE!

GENERAL SCIENTISTS
INITIATE
HONOR FRAT
^Continued from page ouc;

Dynamic Molecule

an honorary fraternity for those
of their group who ha.J. meritted
special recognition fo». their scholastic accomplishments and superior abilities.
SET HIGH STANDARDS
Requisites for membership in
Sigma Tau Epsllon are based primarily on scholastic grades, and
secondarily on character attributes,
fellowship, and social acceptability. A student must have at least
Junior standing and a grade-point
ratio of five to be considered for
membership.
Members will be
taken at the end of every grading
period.
Provisions have been made for
those students whose secondary
requisites are met but whose gradepoint ratio is hot quite &ve; a
point system for outstanding accomplishments in literary fields
other than grades has been devised so that these endeavors may
be recognized and encouraged.
6 CHARTER MEMBERS
Membership in this fraternity is
limited to the very best men in
the School of General Science. This
fact is evidenced by the small
membership from the present Junior and Senior classes. The charter members are: seniors, Henry
W«odward, J. C. Burton; juniors,
W. C. McGregor, T.' K. Johnstohe,
R. E. Graham, and A. E. Moss.
Officers of the fraternity are:
president, Henry Woodward; vice
president, J. C. Burton; secretary
and treasurer, R. E. Graham.
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CAMPUS FOLK APPEAR
CONFIDENT
OF TIGERS
(.Continued from page one;

TAKE OVER MAGAZINES
GOTTA DIME? THEN YOU CAN
The Nassau Lit, 92-year-old litGET TELEPHONE NUMBERS OF
THE CO-EDS AT PITTSBURGH erary magazine published by Princeton students, has been taken ovThe names, addresses, and tel- er by Wing-Clio Halls, university
ephone numbers of all co-ed fresh- debating societies.
men at the University of Pittsburgh can be bought for ten cents.
But that still doesn't include inSCHOOL OF MEDICINE
troductions.
DURHAM. N. C.
—Tulane Hullabaloo

lfested against great odds there is
no doubt in my mind whatsoever
that we will win the game.
Head Coach Neely: We know it.
will be a mighty hard game. They
have a mighty good defensive out(Whaddayou want for a dime?) Four terms of eleven weeks are given
each year. These may be taken consecfit.
utively (graduation in three years) or
Sir. Woodward: It looks as tho
three terms may be taken each year
we ought to win this time. Tht
(graduation in four years). The enTreat yourself to the Best
team is in good shape and I betrance requirements are intelligence,
character and at least two years of
lieve we have the edge on them.
and you won't be disapcollege work, including the subjects
Captain Hinwood: After watchpointed. "Y" Barber Shop
specified for Grade A Medical Schools.
ing the team perform in SavanCatalogues and application forms may
nah it doesn't seem like to me
be obtained from the Dean.
that we will have any trouble
beating Furman.
jTOaaaBagigsi^^
Sergeant Naramor: I think Fur>
CAROLINA COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
man will be in better condition
to give Thanks before the game H
Modern Business Training
Penmanship
than after it.
$10.00
Stenographic Course $ 75.00
Prof. Goodale: I consider Dizzy
Typewriting
$15.00
Secretarial Course
$120.00
McLeod one of the best coaches in
Shorthand
£35.00
Complete Course
$150.00
S. C. and he is sure a student of
C. P. A Coaching Course—Prices on Request
football till I'M sure he's studReasonable monthly terms. Classes arranged morning, afteried every angle of the Clemson de,ioon, or evening to suit you.
Phone 9224
10 W. North St.
Greenville, S. C.
fensive and offensive.
I believe
Furman is going to give us one
aiaigaBaggKiisi[giigiaia^
of the hardest fights we've had VAA AATA A\ A 4T4 jftkjftfc jftfc AitA A*4il*4 jtj A*4 A A^W A jTA A A j.1^ A A, J&A.
this season.
Dr. McCollum: I think we ought
KEEP
OVER
to beat them by at least th: **
touchdowns.
Mr. I/ane: I am apprehensive;
FOR THAT
I hope the team will not be over
confident.
Dr. Carodemos: It should be a
hard game since both teams are
PARISH HOUSE
after the same objective, but dA
Script 50c.
Friday, Nov. 30
to such keen rivalry, Clemson
ought to emerge the victor.
MUSIC BY THE JUNGALEERS
Dr. Calhoun: If the team is
not over confident, the game is
-A^fc-A*A A^
*^fc ATA. .*.▼.*■ j&al J&A ^*.*&+.^ '
T y jftk^ftfc jftfc jifth ^fcfc-jfti Ai iftfc dfti jftfc jftfc-jftfc-jftfc^ftfc^ftkl<ftfc T
ours.
▼A'*' ^"A^ A "*#^ m^ 9^ <m^ G^ ■m^ ^fc^ m^ ^#
m^ w^^l^ + ♦ ♦ ^ A' A m^ *?^mT^V^ m^ ^

DUKE

BILili DIL.DARD, the dynamic molecule from Six Mile,
dons a Tiger grid uniform for
the last time tomorrow.
Said Bill today, "Tromping
Fin-man would be the perfect
ending to a Jong struggle."

JONES ISSUES CALL
TO
LEATHER PUSHERS
(Continued from page one)
grade this year.
Also the intramural bouts last year unearthed
more likely material in W&ll and
Bryant, both fair boxers with
plenty of stanima.
NICE SCHEDULE
The schedule for the leathertossers includes Georgia, Florida,
Duke, South Carolina, and P. C.
The Dartmouth Players, student
drama organization at Dartmouth
College, have been given $1,000
by the college trustees this year
to aid them in their artistic work.

UNIVERSITY

BAILEY & KAY
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THANKSGIVING DANCE
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long • short • thick
heavy • dark • light
all kinds and styles
. . . but it takes mild ripe
tobacco — Turkish and
home-grown—to make a
milder better-tasting cigarette.
... and that's the kind
you get in every Chesterfield package.
Down South in the tobacco
country, where they grow and
know tobacco—in most places
Chesterfield is the largest-selling cigarette.

A bale of aromatic Chesterfield Turkish tobacco.

119M, LICGITT & MYXM TOBACCO CO,

fT
J
fT

t

CC.. there are just as many
kinds as there are kinds of folks

J.
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